
tokyo is a kaleidoscope of attractive features.

tokyo data

6,608,117 6,781,467

(January 1, 2015)

49% 51%

(January 1, 2015)

(ten thousand)

many were amazed that  
the people of tokyo did not panic 

during the 2011 earthquake  
but followed instructions and 

calmly set out for home.

washoku (traditional 
Japanese food culture) is  

a unesco intangible 
cultural heritage.

tokyo is said to have

3,620 sushi bars.

the average longevity  
of tokyo residents 

is 79.0 years for 

men and 85.5 years
for women.

tokyo has four distinct seasons,  
with cherry blossoms, the beach, 

autumn leaves, and snow.
it’s a comfortable place to live with

average temperatures around

16.4°c (61.52°f).

people find and turn  
in to the police an average

9.38 million yen  
in cash per day!

moralsfood health seasons peace of mind

13,389,594
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23 wards (ku), 

26 cities (shi), 

5 towns (cho), 

8 villages (mura)

municipalities

2,190.90 km2

area

tucked in between tall buildings and expressways are parks with lush greenery where time flows quietly. 

even in this digital age, traditions and culture dating back to the edo period can still be glimpsed on the streets. 

the world-leading metropolis of tokyo has many faces, which defy simple description.  

these faces of the city are constantly undergoing change by the 13 million people who live here.

this booklet shows today’s tokyo from various perspectives,  

including urban functions, industry, culture, environment, and everyday life.  

we hope it has given you an opportunity to think about the direction in which this city is heading.
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